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Abstract
The purported safety of electronic cigarettes has come under scrutiny with the
significant increase of lung related illnesses starting in the summer of 2019. Public view
has started to shift towards understanding the potential negative health impact
associated with these devices. While many investigations indicate probable hazards
present in e-cigarette aerosols, inter-laboratory assessments are wide ranging and can
be contradictory. Due to the novelty of this field, relatively little is known about these
products. In this work, the identification and quantification of inhalation toxicants such
as formaldehyde, acrolein, acetaldehyde and dihydroxyacetone are reported. Results of
the investigation of the ability of various e-cigarette components to modulate levels of
toxins are also described. Upon identifying that inter-device power settings did not
correlate well with toxin production, the relationships between wicking efficiency and
coil parameters were studied. A simple model was developed that performed in the
moderate to substantial range as a predictor of the relative carbonyl levels produced
upon vaping twelve different e-cigarettes. It can thus be used to predict the relative
harm of devices across varying styles. Related investigations showed that additives in
the electronic cigarette liquid promote the formation of toxicants upon aerosolization.
The addition of triacetin, an additive found in both e-cigarettes and combustible
cigarettes, led to a significant increase in the levels of formaldehyde, acrolein and
acetaldehyde. By using 13C labeled triacetin and a combination of 1H NMR and 13C NMR,
the ester hydrolysis of triacetin to form acetic acid was identified. The released acetic
i

acid acted as a catalyst to promote the degradation of propylene glycol and glycerol
upon heating. Carbon-13 labeling thus enabled the precise identification of the
mechanistic pathway whereby triacetin addition to e-liquid leads to elevated levels of
aldehyde toxins in e-cigarette aerosols. The elucidation of the physical and chemical
origins of e-cigarette aerosol toxins will aid efforts to mitigate harm.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Electronic cigarettes are one of the most controversial topics of 2019. More than
1800 accounts of lung injury from vaping (nicotine and/or THC-containing products)
have been reported as of this writing.1 36% of all cases are of patients under 21 years of
age, even though the minimum age to purchase e-cigarettes is 18 federally and up to 21
in many states.2 The number of youth who use e-cigarettes continues to rise (see Figure
1), increasing the percentage of overall tobacco use to levels higher than pre-e-cigarette
years (27% in 2018 vs 20% in 2007).3-4 This is concerning because tobacco use is the
leading cause of preventable death and disease.

Figure 1. The exponential increased use of e-cigarettes among youth has been deemed an epidemic. From
2017 to 2018 use among high school students increase by 78%.4

However, many people, including some researchers believe e-cigarettes to be
safe.5-7 This has led to a sense of security among users, and an opportunity for ecigarette manufacturers. The lack of regulations has enabled the implementation of
tactics similar to those previously used by traditional cigarette companies.8-9
1

Throughout history, tobacco companies used advertisements to source new smokers,
often times targeting youth and young adults.10 Additionally, they “falsely denied,
distorted and minimized the significant adverse health consequences of smoking for
decades.”11 E-cigarette manufactures may be using similar tactics with their
advertisements.

Figure 2. Comparison of combustible cigarette and e-cigarette advertisements. The KOOL ad (top) was
published in a series of magazines in 1992. The JUUL ad (bottom) was published on various webpages and
social media in 2015.

With the current epidemic of increased e-cigarette use, coupled with the sharp
rise of vaping related illness, it is imperative for the scientific community to investigate
the health effects of e-cigarettes. With evidence based data on the toxicity of specific e2

cigarettes and e-liquid formulations, regulatory agencies can make more informed
decisions and increase public awareness of risks. Ultimately, there is a known latency
period before we will begin to see the long term health effects of these products.
History of Electronic Cigarettes
Modern e-cigarettes were first sold in the United States in 2007. At that time,
they were not under the same regulations as traditional cigarettes. It was not until 2016
that the FDA began to regulate e-cigarettes as a tobacco product. This regulation
included restricting the age to purchase and use e-cigarettes to 18 and enforcing public
health standards for these products.12 The popularity of e-cigarettes has increased
throughout the years among all age ranges. E-cigarettes are branded as a means to quit
combustible cigarettes.13 However, reported data of e-cigarette use as a smoking
cessation have been contradictory.14-15 More importantly, this purpose would not apply
to the 34% of e-cigarette users whom have never used a traditional cigarette.16-17 The
attraction of the never use population to initiate e-cigarette use could be attributed to
their perception of safety,18 with many believing the aerosols contained only water
vapor19 or was nicotine free.20 In 2015, Public Health England concluded that ecigarettes were 95% less harmful than smoking.21 Since then, many researches have
disagreed, stating that while there may be significantly less chemicals produced by ecigarettes, there are different chemicals present, such as flavorings and solvents, which
can contribute to the overall health impact of the product.
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Electronic Cigarette Components
E-cigarettes are battery powered devices that deliver nicotine to the user in an
aerosol. The aerosol is a mixture of liquid particles and gaseous vapor. The devices are
constantly evolving; however, the main components have not changed. Each device
contains a battery, a metal coil, wicking material, a reservoir to hold the e-liquid, an air
tube and mouthpiece.

Figure 3. Illustration of a general design of an electronic cigarette. Graphic from the 2019 US Surgeon
General's report entitled “How an E-cigarette works.”22

There are four common types of devices: 1st, 2nd, 3rd generation and pod
systems.23 First generation devices encompass the cig-a-likes, which are disposable
small devices which resembled a cigarette. The device does not allow the user to change
power settings or e-liquid. Second generation devices are larger with an e-liquid
reservoir which allows the user to change and refill the e-liquid. These devices do not
allow the user to change power settings and contain button activation. Third generation
devices are the battery mod and tank systems. Many tanks are interchangeable,
allowing the user greater options for coil resistance, coil style and power settings. The
user is able to change and refill the e-liquid. Pod systems are the newest device. These
4

are lower power devices with compact batteries which the user does not have control
over the power setting. For single use pod structures, manufacturers often offer a
variety of e-liquid flavors and nicotine concentrations.
Each device contains a coil and wick system. The coil releases heat energy from
the battery and aerosolizes the e-liquid which has saturated into the wick. Two
orientations exist, vertical and horizontal, and varying coil styles with single, dual and
parallel among the most common.

Figure 4. Depiction of horizontal (left) and vertical (right) coil orientations. The vertical coil has a
surrounding wick. Illustrations by Tetiana Korzun.

The e-liquid contains propylene glycol (PG), glycerol (GL), nicotine, flavorants and
other additives such as benzoic acid. It has been reported that the labeled levels of
nicotine can be incorrect,24-25 and individual flavor compounds do not need to be
reported on the product. Commonly, the ingredients used have been deemed “generally
recognized as safe” (GRAS); however, this status only applies to use in food and most
have no known inhalation toxicity. Despite this, some vaping industry websites
misleadingly claim that e-liquids are safe for inhalation due to their GRAS rating.26

5

Additionally, e-liquid can be heated to high temperatures (≥334 °C)27 which can cause
thermal degradation reactions of various components.
Potential Health Hazards Found in Electronic Cigarette Aerosols
The degradation of propylene glycol and glycerol is well known and can occur
within the e-cigarette heating vessel.28 Jensen et al. identified fifteen dehydration and
oxidation products from the aerosolization of PG/GL, some of which are toxic and
carcinogenic. For example, formaldehyde and acetaldehyde are carcinogens that are
present in the aerosols.29 Acrolein and acetone are also present and are classified as
toxins30 and VOCs (volatile organic compounds).31 Both formaldehyde and acrolein are
known cardiovascular toxins at low concentrations.32 While the concentrations of these
harmful compounds are generally lower in e-cigarettes than in combustible cigarettes,
users may be exposed to levels higher than OSHA safe workplace levels.33
Furthermore, e-liquid contains chemicals that are not present in cigarettes or are
at significantly higher levels compared to traditional cigarettes, which may cause unique
health hazards. Korzun and coworkers34 have reported that larger aerosol producing
devices can expose users to levels of PG that are in range with GRAS exposure threshold.
Most flavor additives’ inhalation toxicity has not been extensively studied. Sassano et
al.35 found that vanillin and cinnamaldehyde levels correlated with cytotoxicity. Behar et
al.36 reported 26 of 36 refill fluids were cytotoxic to stem cells. Fetterman and
coworkers37 found that e-cigarette flavorings increased inflammation in endothelial
cells. Moreover, flavorants may be interacting with each other and/or the solvents,
6

leading to new or elevated levels of toxin formation. Ultimately, there is a known
latency period before we will begin to see the long term health effects. Meanwhile, it is
imperative to continue fundamental scientific research in order to better inform
regulators, manufacturers, and the public about the possible health effects of ecigarettes.
Research Focus
In order to understand the health hazards of e-cigarettes, I have focused on
quantifying the degradation products from e-liquid solvents and analyzing how the
different components of an e-cigarette and e-liquid effect toxin production.
“All things are poison, and nothing is without poison, the dosage alone makes it
so a thing is not a poison.”38 Every chemical has the ability to produce harmful effects on
the body only if it is present above a specific concentration, or dose. In order to assess
the hazards of e-cigarettes, each compound must be quantified individually and
analyzed based on its permissible exposure limits. However, due to the complexity of ecigarettes and the ongoing development of new products, the levels of reported toxins
have varied greatly among laboratories and methods, from as little as 2 ng/puff up to
~340,000 ng/puff of formaldehyde in the aerosol.39 Understanding what variables
contribute to the large inter-laboratory differences is imperative in protecting ecigarette users and for developing evidence based policies.
Large variations of reported toxin levels can be affected by the puffing protocol,
method of analysis, e-liquid formulation and e-cigarette device. My work focuses on the
7

latter two. While many researchers have found that different devices produce
significantly different results, there had been only two reports of attempts to develop a
relationship between the different devices and components in modulating aerosol toxin
levels.40-41 Although flavored e-liquids have shown to increase aldehyde levels42-43 and
increase oxidative stress,44-45 only three studies have identified the effects of individual
flavorants.46-48 With over 150 different flavor chemicals present in e-liquids,49 work is in
its infancy.
Research Value
The outcome of my research will contribute to the evidence based data on
individual components of e-liquids and e-cigarettes, their relationship to toxin
production and their subsequent health concern. Scientific evidence has afforded a
better understanding of the health risks of e-cigarettes. This has begun to alter the
public’s perception of their overall safety50 and my data will further communicate those
risks. With the rapidly evolving market, the fundamental understanding which my work
will contribute can be applied to new devices. The significant increase in users’
hospitalization has attracted the attention of regulatory agencies from the state and
federal level. States have proposed and successfully passed measures to ban or greatly
limit flavored e-liquids.51 The flavor ban has two purposes: discourage youth from using
the devices and lower the health risks. However, many adults who use e-cigarettes as a
less harmful alternative to combustible cigarettes prefer flavored e-liquids.52 Without
sufficient scientific data on the individual flavors, regulators are unable to determine if
8

specific flavors should be allowed, and bans may potentially drive adult users to return
to cigarettes.53-54 My work will contribute to creating policies that are based on evidence
and inform the public of the associated risks.
In Chapter 2 I report the e-cigarette aerosol levels of dihydroxyacetone (DHA),
the active ingredient in sunless tanner. Dihydroxyacetone’s inhalation safety has been
questioned and studied more recently due to its presence in e-cigarettes.55 I also
describe a study of wicking temperature stability as a factor in determining the aerosol
levels of DHA.
In Chapter 3 I expand on the concept of wick stability by introducing coil
characteristics. I investigate how the relationship of the coil and wick may lead to
increased levels of carbonyls in the aerosols, and develop a model that can be used to
predict relative carbonyl levels among a variety of devices.
In Chapter 4 I investigate the additive triacetin (TA) on the production of three
target aldehydes: formaldehyde, acrolein and acetaldehyde. I synthesized TA with
isotopically labeled carbons in order to identify the pathway of degradation. This is the
first study to conclusively demonstrate the mechanism of formation of enhanced toxic
aldehyde levels in e-cigarette aerosols from a common flavor additive.
Chapter 5 summarizes the results and discusses the direction for future work.
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Chapter 2: Dihydroxyacetone Levels in Electronic Cigarettes: Wick Temperature and
Toxin Formation
Vreeke, S.; Korzun, T.; Luo, W.; Jensen, R. P.; Peyton, D. H.; Strongin, R. M., Dihydroxyacetone Levels in
Electronic Cigarettes: Wick Temperature and Toxin Formation. Aerosol Science and Technology 2018, 52
(4), 370-376. The following paper has been modified.

ABSTRACT
Recently, we reported the presence of dihydroxyacetone (DHA), the active
ingredient in sunless tanners, in the aerosols of an electronic cigarette. DHA has been
shown to react with DNA in vitro. The FDA restricts the use of DHA to external
application only. It states that it should not be inhaled, ingested, or come into contact
with any areas containing mucous membranes, due to unknown risk. Herein, the
quantification of DHA in the aerosols of three brands of e-cigarettes has been carried
out. These included two devices with horizontal heating coil configurations as well as
one with a sub-ohm resistance vertical heating coil. In order to understand and begin to
address the origin of DHA and related aerosol products, the wicking properties of the
three e-cigarettes were compared. DHA levels were analyzed by a combination of
GS/MS and 1H NMR. DHA was found in all three e-cigarettes, with substantially less in
the sub-ohm, vertical coil device as compared to the horizontal coil devices (e.g.,
0.088 µg/puff vs. 2.29 µg/puff, respectively). Correspondingly, the temperature of the
wet layer of the wick for the vertical coil was relatively stable, compared to the wicks for
the horizontal coils, upon increasing battery power output. This result is in agreement
with prior studies of e-cigarette wicking efficiency and aerosol toxin formation. The
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temperature measurements reported are a simple means for comparing devices with
different design properties during operation.
INTRODUCTION
Electronic cigarettes (e-cigarettes) have increased exponentially in popularity
since their introduction a decade ago.1 Their usage among children and adolescents,
which grew by 900 % between 2011 and 2015, has been recognized as a major public
health concern by the US Surgeon General.2 One in six US high school students currently
uses e-cigarettes. In addition, the CDC reports that one in four middle school and high
school students were exposed to secondhand e-cigarette aerosols.3 Although the longterm health effects of e-cigarettes may not be known for many years, understanding the
chemical profiles of their aerosols affords current insight into their potential toxicity.
Recently, we identified 15 e-cigarette aerosol products formed upon aerosolization of
the e-cigarette solvents propylene glycol (PG) and glycerol (GL).4 Among these was
dihydroxyacetone (DHA), the active ingredient in spray tanning products. Although DHA
is approved by the FDA for external use in cosmetics, its use is restricted due to
unknown inhalation risks.5 Research has shown that DHA can cause DNA damage.6 DHA
can be formed in e-cigarette aerosols via the free radical oxidation of glycerol followed
by C-H cleavage (Scheme 1).4, 7 DHA is well-known to tautomerize to glyceraldehyde.8
Due to potential genotoxicity concerns, understanding the conditions that lead
to DHA (as well as related aerosol products) formation can aid users, regulatory
agencies, and manufacturers in addressing possible e-cigarette health risks. Herein, we
14

investigated three devices, two with horizontal coils and one with a vertical sub-ohm
coil. Each was tested at varying power settings. Analysis of the aerosols by 1H NMR and
GC/MS enabled determination of DHA levels. The concentrations of DHA were not only
proportional to increasing wattage settings, but were also influenced by the individual
e-cigarette coil design.

Scheme 1. Oxidation of glycerol affords DHA and its tautomer glyceraldehyde. Glyceraldehyde was also
identified in our prior study.4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Identification of DHA. The spectral analysis of the PG/GL aerosol products for
DHA is challenging due to peak overlap of the DHA hydroxyl protons and those of the
more abundant hydroxyacetone (HA) (Figure 1). However, the presence of DHA was
confirmed via spiking the aerosol sample with a standard of the monomer prepared
from the commercially available DHA dimer. This revealed the four equivalent DHA
methylene protons (d, 4.16 ppm) split by the adjacent hydroxyl proton (t, 5.03 ppm).
The mass spectra of samples displayed the expected molecular ion peak at 90 m/z as
well as prominent fragments at 72 and 43 m/z at retention 10 to 11 minutes, confirmed
by DHA external standard. Solvent blanks for both IPA and acetone contained no
detectable DHA.
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DHA is a constituent of the particulate phase. We hypothesized that DHA would
be a particulate phase component of the aerosol due to its ability to form multiple
hydrogen bonds to PG and GL. As expected, DHA was found exclusively in the cold trap
of the experimental setup. None was found in the impinger connected in series that
collects gas-phase components not retained in the cold trap. This is consistent with our
prior related studies employing a tandem cold trap impinger sample collection method.9

ppm
Figure 1. 1H NMR spectra highlighting (A) the hydroxyl proton resonance of a commercial hydroxyacetone
(HA) standard, (B) hydroxyl proton peak of a DHA monomer standard, (C) a representative PG/GL aerosol
sample showing peak assignment.

Determination of DHA levels. DHA quantification was carried out by 1H NMR and
GC/MS. Utilizing MNova’s global spectrum deconvolution (GSD) algorithm,10
16

concentrations were calculated by comparing 1H NMR relative peak integrations with
the internal standard, 2,3,5,6-tetrachloro-4-nitrobenzene. Due to the peak overlap of
DHA and HA, the individual fit peaks of the hydroxyl protons were integrated (Figure 2).

ppm

Figure 2. Global spectrum deconvolution (GSD) of the hydroxyl region of the aerosolized PG/GL using the
program MNova. The red spectrum is the experimental spectrum. The green spectrum is the “fit,”
generated using the Savitsky-Golay (SG) deconvolution algorithm.10

Quantifying DHA at the lowest wattages for EC1 and EC2, as well as all wattages
for EC3, proved challenging due to the relatively low sensitivity of NMR. We thus used
GC/MS to identify and quantify DHA at these low levels. Examination of Figure 3 by
comparing the data shown in A (NMR-derived levels of DHA) to that displayed in B
(GC/MS-derived levels of DHA) reveals that DHA concentrations obtained by 1H NMR
and GC/MS are in excellent agreement.
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Figure 3. (A) Quantitative results from 1H NMR of EC1 and EC2 with standard deviation and varying
wattages. (B) Quantitative results from GC/MS of EC1 and EC2 with standard deviation and varying
wattages. It is important to note that while EC1 and EC2 utilize the same coil, they produce varying DHA
concentrations. (C) Quantitative results from GC/MS of EC3 with standard deviation and varying wattages.
GC/MS is relatively less accurate at very low concentrations which may contribute to non-linearity in
concentration level vs. wattage trends. Error bars represent the standard deviation.
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Aerosol Production. Figure 4 illustrates that DHA concentration levels are
directly proportional to the mass of aerosolized PG/GL in each device. As illustrated in
Figure 4, the most PG/GL was consumed by EC3, and EC3 produced 48% less DHA than
EC1 and EC2, at the lowest power levels. However, EC1 consumed less PG/GL than EC2,
but produced 55% less DHA at the highest power setting. These results suggest that
factors in addition to power output and e-liquid consumption influence the chemical
reactions taking place in e-cigarettes. An alternative explanation is that low DHA
production could be caused by the larger surface area of the coil.11
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Figure 4. (A) DHA concentration reported in µg/puff compared to the mass of PG/GL consumption as a
function of device power for EC1. (B) DHA concentration reported in µg/puff compared to the mass of
PG/GL consumption as a function of device power for EC2. (C) DHA concentration reported in µg/puff
compared to the mass of PG/GL consumption as a function of device power for EC3. Errors bars represent
the standard deviation.
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Wick Temperature. Many prior reports in the e-cigarette literature have noted
the correlation of PG/GL degradation product levels relative to wattage and heating coil
temperature.12-13 Wang et al.14 have also recently reported the temperature
dependence of carbonyl formation from PG/GL in the absence of an e-cigarette device.
Optimal aerosol production depends on the efficient supply of solvent to the heating
coil, which is limited by wicking rate.15 When power levels are applied that causes the
rate of aerosolization to exceed the rate of solvent supply to the coil, overheating of the
e-liquid can occur. This can lead to not only reduced aerosolization but also over-heated
e-solvents and faster chemical degradation.15

Figure 5. Representation of the inner structure of electronic cigarettes showing a horizontal coil
configuration (EC1, EC2, left) and a vertical coil configuration (EC3, right). Temperature readings were
taken within the wet layer of the cotton wick, as labeled, at the solvent inlet.
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Wicking action often takes place in conjunction with evaporation.16 A porous
material, such as the wick in an e-cigarette (Figure 5), can be envisioned as containing
both a wet layer and an evaporative surface layer.17 We placed a thermocouple probe at
the area of the wick in each device corresponding to regions of the wet layer, and
recorded the highest temperature during puffing. Figure 6 shows that the wick in EC3
afforded the smallest temperature increase with increasing power level, followed by
EC2 and EC1. As wicking efficiency diminishes, and drying begins to occur in a porous
solid, the area of the evaporative layer increases while that of the wet layer contracts.17
The relatively steady wet layer temperature of EC3 is thus indicative of a more stable
wet layer, and thus more efficient wicking, as compared to EC1 and EC2. This can
account for the lower yields of DHA attained via EC3 as compared to EC1 and EC2,
despite the relatively higher operating power levels used with EC3.
Wicking efficiency in term of aerosol amount produced was correlated
previously to mg total analyte produced per puff, per Watt. No trend in aerosol amount
per Watt vs analyte production was found, for instance, such as plotted in Figure 4.15
However, the data shown in Figure 6, which correlates the change of temperature vs.
the change of power level (Watts), correlates directly to DHA production. Further
validation of this potentially simple and reproducible (Figure S1) method and its
application to determining wicking efficiency is ongoing. Potential limitations under
study are possible variability of temperature readings at the wick/reservoir intersection
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due to the distance of the probe from the coil, wick thickness differences between
devices and probe placement consistency.

∆T/(∆P*P (ᵒC/W2)

0.4

0.3

EC1
EC2

0.2

EC3

0.1

0
low

high

Battery power level

Figure 6. Normalized recorded temperature changes over increasing battery power output. Each data
point was calculated using ∆T/(∆P*P). Temperatures were recorded within the wet layer of the saturated
wick during a 10 second battery activation period. Wattages used for EC1 and EC2 were 5, 10 and 15 W
(n=3). For EC3, the four power levels were 20, 30, 40, and 50 W (n=5). See Table S3 for raw temperature
data.

CONCLUSION
DHA levels in e-cigarette aerosols were determined for the first time. Three
different devices were studied, and DHA was quantified via a combination of 1H NMR
and GC/MS. The range of DHA production among the three e-cigarettes was 0.0523 –
2.33 µg/puff. The inhalation toxicity of DHA is currently unknown, despite recent
concern about its use in spray tan products5 as well as evidence that it reacts with DNA.6
As expected, DHA levels increased with increasing power levels within each of the
individual e-cigarettes investigated (Figure 3). However, nominal power settings were
not directly correlated to DHA production when comparing different e-cigarette devices.
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Efficient heat transfer and wicking are critical properties intrinsic to the proper function
of current e-cigarettes. Relatively facile measurements of wet layer wick region
temperatures during vaping enabled us to explain how the lowest yields of DHA were
obtained via the relatively “hottest” device. Further related investigations involving
additional e-cigarette aerosol products and e-liquid formulations are currently under
study in our labs.
METHODS
Electronic cigarette devices. Three e-cigarette devices (ECs 1-3) were chosen to
represent a range of e-cigarette user preferences. EC1: An Innokin® iTaste VV4 variable
voltage/variable wattage (VV/VW) battery was fitted with a Kanger® EVOD clearomizer
containing a 2.2 Ω single horizontal coil. EC2: A Vaporfi® VOX TC VV/VW battery was
fitted with a Kanger® Protank-2 clearomizer containing a 2.2 Ω single horizontal coil.
EC3: A Vaporfi® VOX TC VV/VW battery was fitted with a Vaporfi® Volt hybrid tank
containing a 0.5 Ω single vertical coil. EC1 and EC2 utilize the same MT32 2.2 Ω single
horizontal coil.
E-liquid and avoidance of dry coils and burnt e-liquid. Each device was filled
completely with e-liquid based on manufacturer’s recommendation. For this study, a 1:1
ratio (by volume) of PG/GL was mixed in house from ACS-grade PG and GL. EC1 and EC2
were filled with a mixture of 1.0 mL PG and 1.0 mL GL. EC3 was filled with a mixture 2.0
mL PG and 2.0 mL GL. Throughout the session (see Collecting the aerosol), ample e-
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liquid was maintained to cover the wicking material. After each session, the e-liquid was
disposed of and a new solution was made before the start of the next session.
Collecting the aerosol. The e-cigarette aerosol consists of aerosol droplets
suspended in the gas phase.18 The aerosol produced from the e-cigarette was passed
through a dry cold trap (-76 °C ± 2 °C), followed by an impinger of solvent, a 0.45 μm
pore size syringe filter and a CH Technologies single cigarette smoking machine (SCSMSTEP). Each vaping session consisted of 10 puffs. The SCSM-STEP was set to the
CORESTA program, which has a square shape puff profile, 3 second (s) puff period, 30 s
puff interval, and a 55 mL puff volume. For this study (vide supra), the puff interval was
set to 3 minutes by disconnecting the filter from the smoking machine after each puff.
Each device was set at varying wattages, within manufacturer’s recommendations. EC1
was tested (at a minimum) in triplicate at 6 watts, 10 watts and 15 watts. EC2 was
tested (at a minimum) in triplicate at 5 watts, 10 watts and 15 watts. EC3 was tested (at
a minimum) in triplicate at 20 watts, 30 watts, 40 watts, and 50 watts. After each puff,
the solvent from the impinger was used to collect and rinse the aerosols that had
condensed inside the cold trap. For analysis by NMR, the impinger was filled with 0.6 mL
DMSO-d6. Post aerosolization, 0.425 mL of the DMSO-d6 rinse was collected into a
Wilmad® 400 MHz NMR tube. 20µL of 9.7 mM 2,3,5,6-tetrachloro-4-nitrobenzene
prepared in DMSO-d6 was added as an internal standard. For analysis by GC/MS the
impinger was filled with 2.0 mL HPLC-grade acetone. Post aerosolization, 1.5 mL of
acetone from the impinger was used to rinse the cold trap, and 1.0 mL of the rinse was
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collected into an amber glass screw top vial. 20 µL of 11 mM 1,2,3-trichlorobenzene
prepared in HPLC grade isopropanol (IPA) was added as an internal standard.
Calculating the exact droplet growth rate is outside the scope of this study, but
we hypothesize it has a minimal effect on the accurate quantification of DHA. Effective
aerosol collection and analysis relies on rapid sampling and decreased droplet growth
prior to reaching the collection site.19 To optimize aerosol collection, the tubing used to
connect the mouthpiece of the e-cigarette and the glassware was kept minimal and any
tube bending was avoided.20 We suspect there was minimal aerosol loss within the
relatively small mouthpiece of the e-cigarette. Furthermore, rapid collection and
analysis by NMR and GC/MS of the aerosol was performed to help reduce potential loss.
Analysis by NMR. 1H NMR spectra were obtained on a Bruker® 400 MHz AVANCE
II+ spectrometer, with a 30° pulse angle, a 60 second relaxation delay and 256
acquisitions. Data was processed and analyzed by MNova®; integrations were
performed using MNova’s® global spectrum deconvolution (GSD) algorithm. To verify
the presence of DHA within the collected aerosol, each sample was spiked with DHA
standard. This standard was prepared by dissolving solid DHA dimer in DMSO-d6 to a
concentration of 1.4 M. DHA was allowed to monomerize in DMSO-d6 solution for three
days before use.
Analysis by GC/MS. Chromatograph spectra were obtained on an Agilent® 7890
gas chromatograph with a 5975 mass spectrometer fitted with a Restek RXi-624Sil MS
column. Oven temperature was 40 °C for 2 minutes and then programed to 250 °C at
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15°C/min. To aid in calculating the concentration of DHA within the collected aerosol an
external standard was prepared by dissolving DHA in HPLC-grade acetone over the
concentration range of 0.25 µg/mL to 100 µg/mL. Quantification was performed by peak
area integration of the 72 m/z fragment of DHA at 10 to 11 minutes retention time. The
external standard response factor was then used to calculate DHA concentrations in
each sample.
Wick temperature recording. Temperature readings were observed using a
Tektronix® digital thermometer. The probe was placed at the surface of the wicking
material, where the e-liquid soaks into the wick (see Figure 5). All three devices were
tested in at least triplicate at the varying wattages used for the DHA measurements. The
temperatures were recorded every second for 10 seconds of activation and complete
cool down. The highest values were normalized and reported graphically (see Figure 6).
SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Quantification of dihydroxyacetone. Table S1 reports the quantification of DHA
by 1H-NMR using relative integrations against an internal standard. Values are presented
as an average µg/puff for wattages tested. Table S2 is the quantification of DHA by
GC/MS using relative peak area against an external standard. Values are presented as an
average µg/puff for wattages tested.
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Table S1. Quantification of dihydroxyacetone by 1H-NMR.
iTaste VV4 Kanger EVOD
Power
(W)

Average DHA
(µg/puff)

Standard
Deviation

6

<LOQ

N/A

10

0.380

0.0986

15

1.18

0.275

Vaporfi Vox Kanger Protank 2
5

<LOQ

N/A

10

1.40

0.381

15

2.33

0.1310

Table S2. Quantification of dihydroxyacetone by GC/MS.
iTaste VV4 Kanger EVOD
Power
Average DHA
Standard
(W)
(µg/puff)
Deviation
6
0.279
0.145
10

0.554

0.119

15

1.27

0.340

Vaporfi Vox Kanger Protank 2
5

0.18

0.122

10

1.27

0.348

15

2.29

0.612

Vaporfi Vox Volt OCC
20

0.0523

0.0227

30

0.0782

0.0386

40

0.0746

0.0592

50

0.0880

0.0399

Calculating signal to noise ratio of 1H-NMR measurements. The signal to noise
ratio for the target peak of the 1H-NMR spectra was 56.00. Calculations were made
using MNova's SNR calculation tool.
Statistical Significance. The average DHA of EC1 and EC2 for 10W and 15W,
respectively, from Table S1 are statistically significant with a p<0.05. The average DHA of
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EC1 and EC2 for 10W and 15W, respectively, from Table S2 are statistically significant
with a p<0.01; however, 5W and 6W are not statistically significant with a p>0.05.
The average mass consumed of PG/GL of EC1 and EC2 for 10W and 15W,
respectively, from Figure 4 are not statistically significant with a p>0.05; however, 5W
and 6W are statistically significant with a p<0.05.
Wick temperature recording. Table S3 reports the maximum temperature of the
wet layer of the saturated wick during a 10 second puff period. Figure S1 graphically
represents the maximum temperature of the wet layer.
Table S3. Maximum temperature recorded of the wicking wet layer.
iTaste VV4 Kanger EVOD
Power
(W)

Average
Temp (°C)

Standard
Deviation

6

70.2

2.34

10

75.6

0.87

15

108.5

4.73

Vaporfi Vox Kanger Protank 2
5

66.9

7.49

10

74.9

2.02

15

105.2

3.42

Vaporfi Vox Volt OCC
20

71.4

4.89

30

76.0

5.07

40

80.4

4.59

50

89.7

10.55
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Figure S1. Maximum temperature recordings of the wet layer of the saturated wick during puff activation.
The error bars represent the standard deviation.(n=3 for EC1 &EC2, n=5 for EC3)
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Chapter 3: A Simple Predictive Model for Estimating Relative E-Cigarette Toxic Carbonyl
Levels
ABSTRACT
E-cigarette devices are wide ranging that can lead to significantly differing levels
of toxic carbonyls in their respective aerosol. Power can be a useful method in
predicting relative toxic concentrations within the same device, but does not correlate
well to inter-device toxin levels. Herein we have developed a simple mathematical
model utilizing measurements of e-cigarette’s coil and wick in order to predict relative
levels of e-liquid solvent degradation. Model 1, coil length/(wick surface area*wraps),
performed in the moderate to substantial range as a predictive tool (R2=0.69). Twelve
devices, spanning a range of coil and wick styles, were analyzed. Model 1 was evaluated
against thirteen total models and displayed the best predictability. Relationships
including power settings displayed weak predictability, validating that power levels
cannot be reliably compared between devices due to differing wicking and coil
components and heat transfer efficiencies.
INTRODUCTION
The ongoing development and popularity of electronic cigarettes have
challenged scientists and regulators. Issues faced by researchers include the rapidly
evolving devices and e-liquid formulations, as well as a lack of standardized testing
methods. These factors have exacerbated the significant interlaboratory variability in
reported e-cigarette aerosol toxin levels.1,2,3 For example, Beauval et al compared
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carbonyl emissions from twenty different e-cigarette studies and found reported ranges
from 2 – 342220 ng/puff for formaldehyde and 0.3 – 135468 ng/puff for acetaldehyde.4
Factors such as puff volume,4 e-liquid consumed5 and power output6 are known to
correlate to toxin levels intra-device; however, methods for understanding inter-device
levels are still needed.
E-cigarette products are wide-ranging, affording device-specific levels of toxic
emissions.7,8-9 For example, Saliba et al. reported that catalysis of the degradation of eliquid solvents can occur in a manner dependent on the type of coil material, resulting in
enhanced toxin levels.10 Other specific coil properties are still under investigation.11-13
One study showed that total carbonyl yields are proportional to device power (Watts)
divided by coil surface area.14 According to the researchers, additional study is needed
beyond the two tank models examined to date. In a related investigation, an inverse
relationship was identified between coil volume and nicotine aerosol yield. 15 Coil
volume was defined as the cylinder formed by the wick surrounded by the coil; which,
by definition, limits utility to only horizontal coils (Figure 1).
E-cigarette atomizers contain a heating coil and a porous wick with various
materials, designs and styles. The traditional coil contains a helical wire made of
Kanthal, nichrome or stainless steel that is paired with a wick made of cotton or silica.
The coil and wick can be oriented vertically or horizontally (Figure 1). The styles of coil
include single, parallel and dual (Figure 2).
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Figure 1. Depiction of horizontal (left) and vertical (right) coil orientations. The vertical coil has a
surrounding wick.

Figure 2. Illustration of single (left), parallel (middle) and dual coils. The parallel and dual coil contains two
identical wires; however, the dual coils are wrapped individually with respective wicks. Each style can be
oriented vertically or horizontally.

Herein, we focus on coil design and wicking in modulating toxin production. A
new mathematical model for predicting relative toxin levels based on reasonably simple
coil and wick measurements is derived. It can be used as a means for regulators and
manufacturers to predict relative emissions and health risks associated with specific ecigarette design features.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Developing a general mathematical model. Propylene glycol and glycerol
(PG/GL) degrade through excess heat; therefore, an e-cigarette coil that has a consistent
supply of e-liquid and uniform heating will produce less toxins. It has been shown, for
instance, that there is an inverse relationship between the efficiency of e-liquid
consumption and toxic carbonyl aerosol levels.16 In the current study, we expand on our
previous report on e-cigarette wicking properties,17 wherein we had shown that the
stability of the wick temperature during aerosolization served as a predictor of the
degree of PG/GL degradation.
Wicking controls the supply of e-liquid to the coil and enables heat transfer from
the coil to the e-liquid. The wick’s outer surface area influences the amount of e-liquid
that can be absorbed at any given point in time. A wick with a relatively large surface
area will allow a larger volume of e-liquid to absorb energy from the heating coil,
therefore typically reducing excess heat.18
Heat transfer is known to be a function of surface area of a metal. 19 The larger
the surface area, the more heat can be applied to a system. However, within the ecigarette atomizer, some of the coil’s energy is being absorbed by the e-liquid soaked
wick, while some of the heat is transferred to the air passing over the coil. Therefore,
coil surface area would lead to an inaccurate estimation of heat energy transferred to
the e-liquid, whereas coil length is a more representative indicator.
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The number of times the coil is wrapped or turned defines the contact of energy
transfer between the coil and the wick. A higher number of coil wraps will enable more
even heating throughout the wick,20 thereby reducing “hot spots” and decreasing the
degradation of e-liquid components. However, in horizontal style coils, wherein the coils
are wrapped around the wick material, an increase in turns will lead to a decrease in the
wick outer surface area, thereby altering wicking efficiency. In order to account for the
variable effects of wick surface area (SA), coil wraps and coil length on wicking
efficiency, we developed a model (1) to predict relative toxin emission levels in varying
e-cigarette brands and devices.

∝

𝒄𝒐𝒊𝒍 𝒍𝒆𝒏𝒈𝒕𝒉 (𝒎𝒎)
𝒘𝒊𝒄𝒌 𝒔𝒖𝒓𝒇𝒂𝒄𝒆 𝒂𝒓𝒆𝒂 (𝒎𝒎𝟐 )×(𝒏)𝒘𝒓𝒂𝒑𝒔

(1)

(n) wraps = the number of coil turns

Using model 1 to analyze relative levels of carbonyls produced by nine different
e-cigarettes. To initially test model 1, nine different devices (EC 1-9), covering all
common orientations and styles (see Figure 1, 2 and Table S1) were used to aerosolize
1:1 PG/GL (% v/v) in their respective commercial e-cigarettes without modification. The
model 1 parameters were plotted along with the measured concentrations of six target
carbonyls produced via e-liquid solvent degradation: formaldehyde, acetaldehyde,
acetone, propanal, butyraldehyde and benzaldehyde. Their levels were monitored using
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the standard EPA method with an impinger of 2,4-dinitrophenylhydrazine (DNPH) and
HPLC-UV.21 An exponential regression analysis was obtained between model 1 and the
experimental carbonyl concentration levels measured (Figure 3). The data was analyzed
as an exponential relationship due to the exponential behavior for enthalpy of

experimental total carbonyls (µg/g)

vaporization, as is consistent with the Clausius-Clapeyron equation.22
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Figure 3. Total carbonyl emissions as a function of coil length per the product of outer surface area of wick
and coil wraps (1). Dashed line represents best fit regression (R2=0.843). Each carbonyl was analyzed by
HPLC (see methods section). Error bars represent one standard error. The larger error bars associated
with the e-cigarettes that produce high levels of toxins are expected based on previous literature.4, 23
Higher concentrations of carbonyls suggest inefficient wicking that produce a higher degree of error
exacerbated by intra-device inconsistencies. EC1-9 are various brands of e-cigarettes with differing wicks,
coils and coil styles (see Supporting Information).

Testing the predictive nature of model 1 using twelve different e-cigarettes. To
support the hypothesis that model 1 can be used to predict relative toxin levels of ecigarette aerosols three additional e-cigarettes (EC10-12) were used to aerosolize 1:1
PG/GL. The predicted carbonyl concentration levels of all twelve e-cigarettes were
calculated based on the equation of the exponential regression from the initial nine e37

cigarettes (Figure 3). The comparison of the experimental and predicted carbonyl
concentration levels gave a moderate to substantial predictive accuracy24 (R2=0.6945)
(Figure 4); the classification of substantial, moderate and weak correlations based on R 2

experimental total carbonyls (µg/g)

thresholds is based on Hair et al.24
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Figure 4. Experimental versus exponential fitted values of the regression analysis of EC1-9 with the
experimental values of EC1-12. This demonstrates model 1 performs in the moderate to substantial range
as a predictive tool (R2=0.6945).24 Dashed line represents best fit regression. Error bars represent one
standard error. EC1-12 are various brands of e-cigarettes with differing wick, coil material and coil style
(see Supporting Information).

Testing alternative models’ predictability. We also evaluated alternative
models, such as those including power levels, to compare their predictive measures of
aerosol components.14-15 It is well-known that an increase in power levels will increase
aerosol toxin levels within the same device.25 However, the same power levels cannot
be reliably compared between devices due to differing wicking and coil components and
heat transfer efficiencies. In order to address this issue, we used the high value of the
manufacturers’ recommended range of power settings for each device studied in this
work. Alternately, the method of analyzing total carbonyl levels normalized by mass e38

liquid consumed could inherently account for power.26,27 These results indicate that
models that rely on power setting values display weak predictability24 (Figure 5) when
comparing multiple brands and devices. Twelve alternative models were investigated, as
shown in Figure 5 as well as in the Supporting Information.
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Figure 5. Analyzing alternative models as predictors of measured toxins. Graph 1a shows the regression
analysis of EC1-9 using (Watts*coil length)/(SA wick*wraps). Graph 1b displays a weak predictability
(R2=0.1762) of EC1-12 using the equation of the regression analysis from 1a. Graph 2a shows the
regression analysis of EC1-9 using Watts/(coil length*SA wick). Graph 2b displays a weak predictability
(R2=-0.862) of EC1-12 using the equation of the regression analysis from 2a.
0
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CONCLUSION
A straightforward model based on e-cigarette coil and wick measurements is
described to enable the efficient prediction of the relative degree of e-cigarette solvent
degradation between varying brands. Testing twelve different e-cigarettes,
encompassing a variety of coil and cotton types, atomizer measurements (model 1)
correlated well with experimental concentrations (R2=0.843) of six target carbonyls.
Comparison of the predicted values of the regression analysis of EC1-9 with the
experimental values of EC1-12 that demonstrates model 1 performs in the moderate to
substantial range as a predictive tool (R2=0.6945). Model 1 exhibited the best
relationship out of the 13 models tested. Interestingly, models that contained power
variables produced a weak predictability of relative total carbonyl concentrations.
One limitation of this study is the testing of only six gas-phase carbonyls. There
may be significant quantities of other degredants present in gas phase as well as particle
phase,5 however, it is unlikely to change the basic observations of this study. There are
also other parameters that can influence e-liquid degradation such as vaping
topography, catalysis and specific additives.28 However, model 1’s simplicity renders it
potentially useful in predicting relative levels of carbonyl toxins across widely varying
device generations and styles.
METHODS
Electronic cigarette devices. Twelve unique coil atomizers (EC1-12) were used
for aerosolization (see SI). Each device was powered by a SMOK® Alien 220W variable
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voltage/variable wattage/temperature control (VV/VW/TC) battery. Due to the wide
range of resistances it would not be recommended to test each atomizer at the same
power output; therefore, each atomizer was tested at the highest wattage of the
manufacturer specified range.
E-liquid preparation and avoidance of dry coils and burnt e-liquid. Each device
was filled with e-liquid to the highest level according to manufacturers’
recommendation. A mixture of PG/GL (50% by volume, v/v) was prepared in house from
ACS-grade PG and GL and used for all sample testing. E-liquid consumed was calculated
by weighing the e-cigarette tank before and after each session.
New coils were used for each session. Before sample collection, each coil was
primed with five “warm-up” puffs starting at a lower wattage and increasing evenly until
the target wattage was reached by the fifth puff. If the e-liquid or atomizer exhibited an
unusual smell after the session, indicating burnt e-liquid, the sample was discarded. If
the e-cigarette did not produce visible aerosol, indicating improper e-liquid supply to
the coil, the sample was also discarded.
Puffing regime. A CH Technologies single cigarette smoking machine (SCSMSTEP) was used. The smoking machine was set to the CORESTA program with a square
shape puff profile, a 3 s puff period, 30 s puff interval and a 55 mL puff volume. This
program was used for all samples collected. Each e-cigarette was tested at minimum in
triplicate.
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Aerosol collection for HPLC analysis. The aerosol produced was passed through
an impinger containing 20.00 mL DNPH solution. 40 puffs were collected. After each
session, the DNPH solution was collected into an amber vial and analyzed within 4
hours.
DNPH solution. DNPH solution was prepared in accordance with the CORESTA
standardized method from DNPH stock solutions. DNPH was purified via
recrystallization.29 Approximately 3 g DNPH hydrate was weighed and added to 62.0 mL
EtOH and warmed with magnetic stirring agitation. 80.0 mL EtOAc was added slowly
with heat and stirring until all of the DNPH was dissolved. The warm solution was
vacuum filtered and transferred to an Erlenmeyer flask and cooled overnight. The DNPH
crystals were isolated using vacuum filtration. The crystals were placed in a desiccator to
protect from moisture. Recrystallized DNPH (0.805 g) was added to 175 mL acetonitrile
(MeCN) and 75 mL of H2O containing 3.5 mL phosphoric acid (85%). Fresh 250 mL
batches of DNPH stock solution were prepared weekly and stored in amber flasks at
room temperature.
Analysis by HPLC-UV. DNPH samples were analyzed and quantified using a
Waters® 1525 Binary HPLC Pump and a Waters 2996 Photodiode Array Detector.
Analysis conditions: two SUPELCOSIL C-18 (25 cm × 4.6 mm, 5 µm particle size) columns
connected in series inside a column heater at 40 °C. The mobile phase comprised of
MeCN/H2O with a gradient system as follows: 0 min. 60/40; 7 min. 60/40; 25 min.
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100/0, at a combined flow rate of 1 mL/min, with 360 nm detection wavelength. The
sample injection volume was 20 µL.
Rebuildable coil. A Zeus dual RTA by Geekvape® was used with Kanthal A-1 wire
(30 gauge) and Wick N’ Vape cotton bacon (v2). A dual coil build compromised of two
wires of 98.04 ± 0.05 mm length wrapped 8 times independently. Two cotton wicks
weighing 24.82 ± 5.09 mg each were fit through the dual coils, one wick per coil. A new
coil was built for each run, and ten puffs were performed and discarded at the target
power output of 65W before the collection of aerosol to be analyzed by HPLC-UV.
Statistical rigor. Each e-cigarette (EC1-12) was tested at minimum in triplicate,
using a new coil for each session. Post analysis a Grubbs outlier test was performed and
subsequent outliers were identified and removed. These outliers could account for
burnt coils, improper ohmage readings from the power battery and irregularities in the
coil build. To verify model 1 is a good predictor, other coil and wick calculations were
analyzed in the same fashion. Of the thirteen tested, model 1 performed the best when
comparing the experimental values to the predicted values. A selected number (10 of
13) of alternative models are included in the Supporting Information.
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Characteristic of each e-cigarette tested in the study.
Table S1. E-cigarette identification and coil style of twelve different coils
Manufacturer
Power
E-cigarette brand Reference
Coil
Resistance
Coil style
recommended
level
name
number orientation
(Ω)
setting (W) tested (W)

Coil wire
type

SMOK Baby Q2

EC1

vertical

parallel

0.4

40-80

80

Kanthal

SMOK Baby X4

EC2

vertical

dual

0.15

30-70

70

Kanthal

Eleaf iJust 2 Mini

EC3

vertical

parallel

0.5

30-100

100

Kanthal

Joyetech Cubis

EC4

vertical

single

0.5

15-30

30

stainless
steel

Aspire Nautilus
Mini

EC5

vertical

single

1.8

10-14

14

Kanthal

Kanger Protank 2

EC6

horizontal

single

2.2

N/R

11

nichrome

EC7

vertical

single

1.2

7-15

15

nichrome

EC8

vertical

single

0.75

8-25

25

Kanthal

EC9

horizontal

dual

1.5

8-20

20

Kanthal

EC10

horizontal

dual

1.38

N/A

65

Kanthal

EC11

horizontal

single

2.0

N/A

8

nichrome

Kanger Subtank
Mini
Halo Triton 2
(0.75 Ω)
Halo Triton 2
(1.5 Ω)
Geekvape Zues
Dual RTA
JUUL

Kanger Subtank
EC12
vertical
single
1.2
10-26
26
nichrome
Mini (26W)
N/R: not reported. For e-cigarettes whose power rangers were not reported by the manufacturer, user’s
self-reported ranges from online sources were used.
N/A: not applicable.
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Table S2. Coil and wick measurements of twelve different e-cigarettes, each measured at minimum in
triplicate. Not all measurements were used in the discussion of this study.
Coil
Coil Cotton Cotton Coil length
Coil
Number Surface area
Reference length diameter length diameter (coiled,
diameter of wraps of cotton
E-cigarette number (mm) (mm) (mm)
(mm)
mm) (coiled, mm) (n)
(mm2)
154.04 0.46
7.44
9.8
8.14
6.95
4
229.06
SMOK Baby
EC1
155.19 0.47
8.27
9.26
6.9
6.94
4
240.58
Q2
157.71 0.45
7.91
9.96
7.29
6.93
4
247.51
223.94 0.36
15.52
5.46
5.89
4.14
12
532.4
SMOK Baby
EC2
231.28 0.37
15
5.41
6.26
3.81
12
509.9
X4
230.82 0.37
14.54
5.66
6.39
3.84
12
517.1
294.16 0.41
9.44
8.1
9.55
5.18
8
240.2
289.38
0.30
9.59
7.74
9.84
5.17
8
233.2
Eleaf iJust 2
EC3
Mini
294.34 0.37
9.57
7.04
9.62
5.12
8
211.7
284.34 0.34
9.53
8.93
9.97
5.05
8
267.4
153.14 0.30
10.43
7.38
9.16
2.69
10
241.8
Joyetech
EC4
148.00 0.30
10.28
7.13
9.02
2.85
10
230.3
Cubis
151.37 0.30
10.78
7.7
9.2
2.63
10
260.8
93.47
0.22
6.54
5.68
5.23
2.52
9
116.7
Aspire
Nautilus
EC5
92.24
0.12
6.27
5.1
6.09
2.5
9
100.5
Mini
92.33
0.18
6.01
5.33
5.95
2.47
10
100.6
47.11
0.13
9.89
1.56
3.4
2.01
5
66.2
Kanger
EC6
46.61
0.14
10.34
1.54
3.42
1.9
5
64.6
Protank 2
44.66
0.14
10.24
1.54
3.01
1.98
5
64.0
113.76 0.22
6.95
7.85
5.47
3.2
9
171.4
Kanger
107.33 0.20
8.11
7.87
6.94
3.13
9
200.5
Subtank
EC7
111.37 0.20
7.2
7.28
7.37
3.15
9
164.7
Mini (15W)
111.48 0.21
7.38
7.39
6.57
3.17
9
171.3
97.75
0.29
7.75
7.25
7.18
3.38
8
176.5
97.91
0.30
8.04
7.65
7.54
3.43
8
193.2
Halo Triton
EC8
2 (0.75 Ω)
98.32
0.29
7.76
7.35
6.25
3.4
8
179.2
97.88
0.28
7.7
7.76
7.34
3.41
8
187.7
152.22 0.14
6.14
1.49
3.76
2.36
16
65.39
Halo Triton
EC9
141.64 0.13
6.54
1.69
3.69
2.29
16
77.05
2 (1.5 Ω)
149.68 0.15
6.43
1.54
3.24
2.38
16
68.68
196.00 0.25
29.1
4.01
8.15
3.32
16
733.2
Geekvape
196.00 0.25
29.93
3.43
8.46
3.16
16
645.0
Zeus RTA
EC10
196.14 0.25
27.86
3.44
7.76
3.25
16
602.17
dual
196.20 0.25
31.38
3.52
6.58
3.15
16
694.0
29.28
0.13
11.86
1.13
3.69
1.57
5
42.10
27.39
0.13
11.78
1.6
3.15
1.6
5
59.21
JUUL
EC11
30.88
0.12
11.11
1.3
N/A
1.67
5
45.37
29.71
0.13
11.27
1.74
3.25
1.59
5
61.61
109.97 0.18
4.92
4.66
N/A
3.01
10
67.99
Kanger
114.02 0.20
5.37
4.59
6.91
3.2
9
77.43
Subtank
EC12
109.30 0.18
5.17
4.2
5.22
3.24
10
68.22
Mini (26W)
110.98 0.17
5.16
4.64
6.56
3.16
9
75.21
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Calibration curves for HPLC analysis.
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Figure S1. Formaldehyde-DNPH calibration curve for HPLC analysis. LOD was 0.105 mM.
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Figure S2. Acetaldehyde-DNPH calibration curve for HPLC analysis. LOD was 0.0488 mM.
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Figure S3. Acetone-DNPH calibration curve for HPLC analysis. LOD was 0.0184 mM.
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Figure S4. Propanol-DNPH calibration curve for HPLC analysis. LOD was 0.0171 mM.
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Figure S5. Butyraldehyde-DNPH calibration curve for HPLC analysis. LOD was 0.0154 mM
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Figure S6. Benzaldehyde-DNPH calibration curve for HPLC analysis. LOD was 0.0101 mM

E-cigarette aerosol aldehyde concentration quantification and analysis.
Aldehyde concentration was reported as total analytes (µg) per e-liquid
consumed (g). By normalizing the analyte concentration by e-liquid consumed we
eliminate the variability between individual puffs as well as individual user puffing
patterns. In addition, this normalizes for power, since an increase in power output is
proportional to an increase in e-liquid consumed, assuming proper wicking. This method
eliminates the need for power in a predictive model, further verified by Figure S7-S16.
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Table S3. Average concentrations of 6 target carbonyls generated from twelve e-cigarettes tested. The
error represents one standard error of three or more independent collections.
E-cigarette

Reference number

Total aldehydes (µg/g)

Standard error

SMOK Baby Q2

EC1

2513.3

655.05

SMOK Baby X4

EC2

160.3

5.26

Eleaf iJust 2 Mini

EC3

1234.5

520.23

Joyetech Cubis

EC4

234.3

88.76

Aspire Nautilus Mini

EC5

167.2

6.20

Kanger Protank 2

EC6

1256.1

738.63

Kanger Subtank Mini (15W)

EC7

177.3

40.74

Halo Triton 2 (0.75 Ω)

EC8

245.2

86.83

Halo Triton 2 (1.5 Ω)

EC9

2002.4

993.40

Geekvape Zeus RTA dual

EC10

95.4

48.97

JUUL

EC11

472.2

175.69

Kanger Subtank Mini (26W)

EC12

1133.6

918.49

Table S4. Average mass e-liquid consumed during each independent collection from twelve coils tested.
Values represented as grams e-liquid per single puff.
E-cigarette
SMOK Baby Q2
SMOK Baby X4
Eleaf iJust 2 Mini
Joyetech Cubis
Aspire Nautilus Mini
Kanger Protank 2
Kanger Subtank Mini (15W)
Halo Triton 2 (0.75 Ω)
Halo Triton 2 (1.5 Ω)
Geekvape Zeus RTA dual
JUUL
Kanger Subtank Mini (26W)

Reference number
EC1
EC2
EC3
EC4
EC5
EC6
EC7
EC8
EC9
EC10
EC11
EC12

Average e-liquid consumed (g/puff)
0.03403
±
0.00204
0.03022
±
0.00050
0.04166
±
0.00505
0.01658
±
0.00081
0.01241
±
0.00047
0.00876
±
0.00131
0.01146
±
0.00124
0.02237
±
0.00203
0.01772
±
0.00376
0.01078
±
0.00257
0.00135
±
0.00152
0.02636
±
0.00273

Comparison of alternative e-cigarette models.
Alternative models were tested and compared to model 1. Each model was
plotted against experimental total carbonyl yields from EC1-9 and analyzed by
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exponential regression. Using the equation of the regression line predicted values of
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total carbonyl yields were calculated for EC1-12 and plotted against experimental yields.
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Figure S7. Regression analysis of alternative model (SA coil/SA wick*wraps) (left) and subsequent
predictability (right).
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Figure S8. Regression analysis of alternative model (coil*wraps/SA wick) (left) and subsequent
predictability (right).
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Figure S10. Regression analysis of alternative model (Volts/SA coil) (left) and subsequent predictability
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Figure S11. Regression analysis of alternative model (Watts*SA wick/coil length) (left) and subsequent
predictability (right).
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Figure S15. Regression analysis of alternative model (ohms*Watts/coil length) (left) and subsequent
predictability (right).
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Chapter 4: Triacetin Enhances Levels of Acrolein, Formaldehyde Hemiacetals and
Acetaldehyde in Electronic Cigarette Aerosols
Vreeke, S.; Peyton, D. H.; Strongin, R. M., Triacetin Enhances Levels of Acrolein, Formaldehyde
Hemiacetals, and Acetaldehyde in Electronic Cigarette Aerosols. ACS Omega 2018, 3 (7), 7165-7170.
The following paper has been modified.

ABSTRACT
The health effects of inhaled electronic cigarette (e-cigarette) flavoring
compounds are largely unknown. Earlier reports of their chemical reactivity have been
conflicting, with some claiming, for example, that the degradation of flavoring chemicals
in e-cigarettes to aldehydes is statistically insignificant. It is thus important to
understand how these molecules react to afford enhanced aerosol products. The
purpose of the current study was to investigate the origin of formaldehyde, acrolein and
acetaldehyde in e-cigarettes that contain the popular additive, triacetin (TA). By using
carbon-13 labeling and a combination of 1H NMR and 13C NMR, we were able to identify
that ester hydrolysis of TA occurs to form acetic acid (HOAc) during aerosolizaton. The
released HOAc acts as a catalyst in the degradation of propylene glycol (PG) and glycerol
(GL), increasing the formation of formaldehyde hemiacetals, acrolein and acetaldehyde.
A solution of 10% TA in 1:1 PG/GL e-liquid was aerosolized using two different ecigarettes at two wattages. Each device exhibited a significant increase in aldehyde
levels, of up to 185% compared to the aerosol from a 1:1 PG/GL e-liquid. In addition, the
GL formaldehyde hemiacetal was more predominant within the presence of HOAc,
indicating that GL may be relatively more prone to degradation from protonation.
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INTRODUCTION
There are approximately 3 million adolescents using electronic cigarettes (ecigarettes) in the US.1 Moreover, e-cigarette usage has been reported to be a major risk
factor among youth for traditional cigarette usage.2 Flavors are well-known to be a
major contributing factor to the appeal of e-cigarettes,3-4 particularly among young
people.5-6 Among US current e-cigarette users, 82% of young people and 70% of older
adults use flavored e-cigarette liquid (e-liquid).7 The FDA has yet to pass federal
regulation on e-liquid flavoring chemicals.8 Research is needed to better understand the
identity, levels, reactivity and inhalation toxicology of specific flavor compounds.
E-liquid is typically composed of a mixture of carrier solvents, nicotine, and
flavoring compounds. Many flavorings are listed as “generally recognized as safe”
(GRAS) by the FDA as food additives for ingestion. However, their inhalation toxicity is
largely unknown. Despite this, some vaping industry websites claim that e-liquids are
safe for inhalation due to their GRAS rating.9-10
In addition to the lack of inhalation toxicity data, the chemical reactivity of the
flavoring compounds used in e-cigarettes has also not been extensively investigated.
Previous studies have shown that the aerosolization of flavored e-liquid increases toxic
aldehyde production,11 oxidative stress12-13 and inflammatory responses.14-15
Khlystov and Samburova compared the aldehyde production of flavored e-liquid to that
of the aerosol derived from carrier e-liquid (propylene glycol and glycerol, PG/GL). They
identified a direct relationship between enhanced aldehyde levels and flavor compound
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concentration.11 Others have found that different commercial e-liquid flavoring
formulations produced varying aerosol product profiles.16-17 However, to date, apart
from the determination of sugar-derived furans in e-cigarette aerosols,18 there have
been no reports focusing on how aerosol products derive from flavoring additives. For
example, it is not known if enhanced levels of aldehydes derive directly from the
flavoring molecules themselves or if flavorings promote the degradation of other eliquid components such as the solvents PG/GL. Herein, we used carbon-13 labeling to
unambiguously determine the origin of enhanced aldehyde levels from a relatively
common e-liquid additive, triacetin (TA), the triester of glycerol (i.e., glycerin triacetate,
1,2,3-triacetoxypropane). In addition to e-cigarette products, TA is also found in
traditional cigarettes and cigars.19
TA is mainly used to enhance the overall flavor of the e-cigarette aerosol. It has
become popular in the ‘do-it-yourself’ community due to its ability to lessen the
“bite”.20 Manufactures are not required to report TA’s presence or levels in e-liquids, so
its abundance in e-liquids is largely unknown. However, we found three manufacturer
websites that do report TA (Table 1, see also Table S3 in Supporting Information).
Importantly, some companies have also begun to use it as a replacement solvent for
PG.21
Table 1. Triacetin reported in various e-liquid flavors.
Vendor
The Flavor Apprentice (TFA)
Flavor West
Simply Flavors

Flavors which are
reported to contain TA
20
24
52

58

Total flavors available

Frequency (%)

330
340
148

6.1
7.1
35.1

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Determination of the aerosol product profiles. The two e-cigarette devices EC1
and EC2 were chosen to represent different coil options, namely a sub-ohm vertical coil
(EC1) and a horizontal coil (EC2)22. Each was tested at two battery power settings that
were chosen from self-described user preferences (Supporting Information) that were
also within the manufacturers’ recommended ranges. In order to determine the origin
of aldehyde aerosol products from the TA-containing e-liquid, we synthesized 13Clabeled TA from the reaction of GL and acetic anhydride. Compound 4 (Figure 1) was
derived from 13C-labeled GL, and compound 5 (Figure 1) from 13C-labeled acetic
anhydride. The use of 13C-labeled TA molecules allowed us to determine whether TA
forms aldehydes directly via its thermal decomposition (Scheme 1), or if TA plays a
different role.
TA has been reported23 to degrade under thermal conditions to form acetic acid
(HOAc), formaldehyde, acrolein (2) and acetaldehyde (3), as shown in Scheme 1. The
IARC (International Agency for Research on Cancer) reports formaldehyde as a known
carcinogen, and acetaldehyde as a possible carcinogen.24 Acrolein is a notorious air
pollutant. It has been shown to cause a decrease in respiratory rates and to cause
intense eye and respiratory irritation in humans. It has been shown to lead to
inflammation, obstruction of the trachea and bronchi, and hemorrhaging in animals. 25
Previously, 1-3 have been identified in the aerosols of e-cigarettes from the dehydration
and oxidation of the e-liquid solvents.26
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Scheme 1. Two pathways of triacetin (TA) proposed thermal degradation. TA forms acrolein,
acetaldehyde, and formaldehyde. In e-cigarettes, formaldehyde further reacts with PG/GL to form
formaldehyde hemiacetals.23, 26

Figure 1. Isotopically-labeled TA. TA derived from isotopically-labeled glycerol (4) and from isotopic
labeled acetic anhydride (5).

Based on literature precedent,11, 23 we anticipated an enhanced level of aldehyde
byproducts in the aerosol derived from the flavored (i.e., TA-containing) e-liquid as
compared to the aerosol from the e-liquid composed of PG/GL alone. Indeed, an
overlay of the 1H NMR spectra (Figure 2) of the aerosol derived from each type of eliquid clearly shows that the aerosol derived from the TA/PG/GL e-liquid contained
higher levels of aldehydes 1a-b (as the formaldehyde hemiacetals),27 as well as 2
(acrolein) and 3 (acetaldehyde).
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Figure 2. Overlay of 1H NMR spectra of aerosolized (red) PG/GL e-liquid and (blue) 10% TA/PG/GL e-liquid.
The peaks of interest that increase in height are identified by the doublet at 9.55 ppm as the aldehyde
resonance of acrolein, the multiplet at 6.35 ppm as the trans β hydrogen, doublet at 6.47 ppm as the cis β
hydrogen and doublet at 6.625 ppm as the α hydrogen resonance of acrolein; the quartet at 9.65 ppm as
the aldehyde resonance of acetaldehyde; and lastly, the overlapping triplets at 6.20 ppm and 6.17 ppm as
the hydroxyl resonance of the primary formaldehyde hemiacetals corresponding to PG and GL,
respectively. Chemical peak identification by spike addition were performed and published in great detail
in our previous work.26 These spectra were obtained using EC2 at 11W.

The aerosol levels of 1a-3 were quantified by NMR, using the internal standard
2,3,5,6-tetrachloro-4-nitrobenzene. Concentrations were normalized by dividing by the
mass of e-liquid consumed (Supporting Information). Peaks corresponding to
compounds 1a-b were integrated together due to their overlapping peaks. In EC1 (subohm), compounds 1a-b were the only detectable target products by 1H NMR from
aerosolized PG/GL (Figure 3). However, the addition of 10% TA afforded 80% to 162%
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increases in 1a-b, as well as a detectable level of 2 in the aerosols. The relatively large
error bars observed for the EC1 results are due to the fact that the relatively low levels
of aldehydes produced were close to the limit of detection (LOD) of the NMR technique.
Although sub-ohm devices typically produce lower concentrations of aerosol aldehyde
products, they typically deliver much greater relative levels of PG and GL to the user.28
The EC2 device thus produced orders of magnitude greater levels of 1a-3 (at 11 W) as
compared to EC1 (no TA added). The inclusion of 10% TA in the EC2 e-liquid led to
product increases of 185%, 149% and 173%, respectively. Using EC2 at 9W, aerosolized
PG/GL alone afforded no detectable levels of 1a-3. However, the addition of 10% TA
afforded 1a-b, 2 and 3 in measurable amounts of 0.09 mg/g, 0.004 mg/g and 0.003
mg/g, respectively. Thus, in the case of each e-cigarette, the e-liquids containing 10% TA
exhibited a clear trend of enhanced relative levels of aldehydes compared to those
containing only PG/GL.
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Figure 3. Concentrations of compounds 1a-3 in the aerosolization of PG/GL and increased levels with the
addition of 10% TA. The blue bar is the amount of product (mg solute / g solution consumed) formed from
aerosolized PG/GL e-liquid. The green bar represents the amount of products formed from aerosolized
TA/PG/GL e-liquid. The inset displays the results from EC2 at 9W, expanded by 100 times. 1a, 1b, 2 and 3
represent PG formaldehyde hemiacetal, GL formaldehyde hemiacetal, acrolein and acetaldehyde,
respectively. Errors bars were calculated by one standard deviation. The enhanced concentration of 1a-3
was significant under all conditions except in the case of 1a-b generated by EC1 at 55W (see Supporting
Information).

The origin of the enhanced product formation. In order to best inform
manufactures, regulatory agencies, and users of potential health risks, it is imperative to
determine the sources of increased levels of 1-3. Aerosols derived from PG/GL
containing either 10% 13C3-TA (4) or 10% 13C6-TA (5) e-liquids were analyzed by 1H NMR
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and 13C NMR. The 13C NMR of the 10% 13C6-TA (5, acetate-labeled) aerosol displays a
prominent peak at 172 ppm corresponding to the carbonyl peak of acetic acid.
Importantly, this was the only carbon-13 labeled product observed, and it was not
detectable in the 10% 13C3-TA-derived aerosol (4) spectrum. This indicates that ester
hydrolysis of TA occurs to form HOAc during aerosolizaton. The formation of HOAc has
the lowest energy barrier of the initial steps in the pyrolysis pathways of TA.23, 29

Scheme 2. TA in e-cigarettes leads to HOAc formation and subsequent protonation of PG/GL to catalyze
the formation of products such as 1-3. This was confirmed via the use carbon-13 labeled triacetin as the
predominant pathway observed under the conditions used herein.

Importantly, the degradation of PG and GL is well-known to be catalyzed by acid,
and can lead to increased levels of 1-3.30-31 Therefore, we can conclude that TA
promotes aldehyde formation in e-cigarettes by producing HOAc that serves as a
catalyst to enhance PG and GL reactivity (Scheme 2). This was confirmed by analyzing
the aerosol derived from a control e-liquid consisting of a 1:1 PG/GL solution containing
0.5% HOAc, the level of HOAc produced in the experiments using the acetate-labeled
TA, 5. Figure 4 reveals that the 1a-3 aerosol spectrum derived from the HOAc/PG/GL eliquid exhibits enhanced 1a-3 levels, as is consistent with the findings from the
TA/PG/GL e-liquid (Figure 2).
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Figure 4. Overlay of 1H NMR spectra of aerosolized (red) PG/GL e-liquid and (blue) 0.5% HOAc/PG/GL eliquid. The triplet at 6.20 ppm was identified as 1a. The triplet at 6.17 was identified as 1b. The doublet at
9.55 ppm, multiplet at 6.35 ppm, doublet at 6.47 ppm and doublet at 6.625 ppm was identified as 2. The
quartet at 9.65 ppm was identified as 3. Under the presence of HOAc there is a visible increase in 1a-3.
These spectra were obtained using EC2 at 11W.

Finally, we found that the presence of HOAc leads to greater production of the
GL-derived formaldehyde hemiacetal 1b as compared to the PG formaldehyde
hemiacetal 1a (Figure 4). Protonation of GL has been reported to significantly lower the
activation energy of its dehydration from 65-71 kcal mol-1 to 20-25 kcal mol-1. These
results indicate that e-liquids containing TA and higher GL:PG ratios may be relatively
more prone to the enhanced production of formaldehyde and related products.
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CONCLUSION
Herein, we have shown the addition of TA to PG/GL e-liquid affords higher levels
of formaldehyde hemiacetals (1a-b), acrolein (2), and acetaldehyde (3) by releasing
HOAc. This occurs via HOAc formation from TA followed by acid catalysis of PG/GL
degradation. Although TA may be a direct source of aldehydes, we did not observe this
under the conditions herein. One limitation of this study includes not quantifying
gaseous formaldehyde due to the method of collection and analysis. However, our
previous research has shown that an increase in 1a-b concentration is proportional to
an increase in gaseous formaldehyde (1) production.32 Further related investigations
involving additional e-liquid formulations are currently under study in our labs.
METHODS
Electronic cigarette devices. Two devices were used for aerosolization. EC1: A
SMOK® Alien 220W variable voltage/variable wattage/temperature control (VV/VW/TC)
battery was fitted with a SMOK® Baby containing a Q2 0.4 Ω single vertical coil. EC2: A
SMOK Alien 220W VV/VW/TC battery was fitted with a Kanger® Protank-2 clearomizer
containing a MT32 2.2 Ω single horizontal coil.
Synthesis of 13C-labeled TA. 13C3-GL (Sigma-Aldrich®) was converted to C613C H O (13C -TA,
3 14 6
3

4) by acetic anhydride and pyridine (25 °C, 22 h). Purification was

performed by column chromatography followed by solvent evaporation under reduced
pressure to afford the liquid product. Purity was confirmed by 1H NMR and 13C NMR. GL
was converted to C3-13C6H14O6 (13C6-TA, 5) by 13C4 acetic anhydride (Cambridge
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Isotopes®) and pyridine (25 °C, 22 h). Purification was performed by column
chromatography followed by solvent evaporation under reduced pressure to afford the
liquid product. Purity was confirmed by 1H NMR and 13C NMR.
E-liquid preparation and avoidance of dry coils and burnt e-liquid. Each device
was filled with e-liquid to the highest level according to manufacturers’
recommendation. PG/GL solution: a 1:1 ratio (by volume, % v/v) of PG/GL was mixed in
house from ACS-grade PG and GL. EC1 and EC2 were filled with a mixture of 1.0 mL PG
and 1.0 mL GL.
10% TA solution: a 1:1 ratio of PG/GL (% v/v) was mixed in house with an
addition of 10% (% v/v) ACS-grade TA. 10% 13C3-TA (4) solution: a 1:1 ratio of PG/GL (%
v/v) was mixed in house with an addition of 10% (% v/v) synthesized 4. 10% 13C6-TA (5)
solution: a 1:1 ratio of PG/GL (% v/v) was mixed in house with an addition of 10% (% v/v)
synthesized 5.
Throughout each vaping session, ample e-liquid was maintained to cover the
wicking material. After each session, the e-liquid was replaced with a fresh solution.
New coils were also used in each session. Each device was studied at two wattages that
were within self-reported user preferences (Supporting Information) as well as within
the range of the manufacturers’ recommendation.
Collecting the aerosol. The e-cigarette aerosol consists of liquid particles
suspended in the gas phase.33 The aerosol produced was passed through a dry cold trap
submerged in a dry ice/acetone bath (-76 °C ± 2 °C), followed by an impinger of 0.6 mL
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DMSO-d6 connected to a CH Technologies single cigarette smoking machine (SCSMSTEP). Each vaping session consisted of 10 puffs. The SCSM-STEP was set to the
CORESTA program, which has a square shape puff profile, a 3 s puff period and a 55 mL
puff volume. In this study, the puff interval was set to 1 min to aid cooling of the heating
coils between puffs. EC1 was tested in triplicate at 55 W and 65 W. EC2 was tested in
triplicate at 9 W and 11 W. The aerosolization of 13C3-TA (4) e-liquid and 13C6-TA (5) eliquid were each performed once with EC1 at 65W and once with EC2 at 11W. After
each puff, the DMSO-d6 from the impinger was used to collect the aerosols that had
condensed inside the cold trap. 0.425 mL of the dissolved aerosol was placed in a
Wilmad® 400 MHz NMR tube. An internal standard was added via a 40 µL aliquot of a
10.01 mM 2,3,5,6-tetrachloro-4-nitrobenzene solution in DMSO-d6.
Analysis by NMR. NMR spectra were obtained with a Bruker® 400 MHz AVANCE II+
spectrometer. 1H NMR: 30° pulse angle, 10 s relaxation delay and 256 acquisitions. 13C NMR: 30°
pulse angle, 2 s relaxation delay and 2048 acquisitions. 13C NMR spectra were obtained for the
sample of (i) 10% 13C3-TA (4) solution, (ii) 10% 13C6-TA (5) solution and (iii) 10% TA solution for EC1
at 65W and for EC2 at 11W. Data was processed and analyzed using the software, MNova®.

SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Synthesis and characterization of 13C-labeled triacetin.
General procedure from glycerol. Glycerol (5 mmol, 1 equiv.) and acetic
anhydride (20 mmol, 4 equiv.) were added to a 50 mL round bottom flask with a
magnetic stir bar. Pyridine (20 mmol, 4 equiv.) was added and sealed with a closed cap.
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The solution was stirred for 24 hours. The mixture was added to a separatory funnel,
and the ethyl acetate (EtOAc)/water layers separated. The water layer was extracted
with EtOAc (3 × 50 mL). The combined EtOAc layers were dried over Na2SO4, filtered,
and the solvent removed on the rotary evaporator. The crude residue was purified by
flash column chromatography on silica gel with EtOAc/hexane 4/6 mixture as the eluent.
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13C

3-C6H14O6

(4)

Prepared according to the general procedure on 1.6 mmol scale and obtained an
isolated yield of 95% (0.3326 g) as a clear liquid. Spectral data is consistent with that of
commercially obtained triacetin.

Figure S1. 1H NMR spectra of compound 4 (13C3-TA). The asterisks represent the 13C-labeling.
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Figure S2. 13C NMR spectra of compound 4 (13C3-TA). The insets display the carbon peaks which are at
much lower relative intensities due to the 13C-labeling.
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13C

6-C3H14O6

(5)

Prepared according to the general procedure on 1.1 mmol scale and obtained an
isolated yield of 95% (0.2333 g) as a clear liquid. Spectral data is consistent with that of
commercially obtained triacetin.

Figure S3. 1H NMR spectra of compound 5 (13C6-TA). The asterisks represent the 13C-labeling.
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Figure S4. 13C NMR spectra of compound 5 (13C6-TA). The inset displays the carbon peaks which are at
much lower relative intensities due to the 13C-labeling.

Quantification of 1a-3. Table S1 reports the quantification of formaldehyde
hemiacetals (1a-b), acrolein (2), and acetaldehyde (3) by 1H NMR using relative
integrations against an internal standard. Values are presented as an average mg/g eliquid consumed for each wattage tested. 1a-b were integrated together due to their
overlapping peaks. A p-value of <0.05 represents statistical significance. LOD was
calculated to be 0.025 mM using the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry
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method.34 Table S2 reports the mass of e-liquid consumed for each sample, which were
used to calculate the average mg/g.
Table S1. Quantification of compounds 1a-b, 2 and 3 by 1H NMR.
EC1: SMOK® Baby Q2
Power
setting

Target
compound

55W

65W

9W

11W

Standard
deviation

1a and b

Concentration of
solute in aerosol of
PG/GL e-liquid
(mg/g)
0.00046

Standard
deviation

p-value

0.000656

Concentration of
solute in aerosol of
10% TA e-liquid
(mg/g)
0.00084

0.00070

0.611

2

<LOD

-

0.00039

0.00055

-

3

<LOD

-

<LOD

-

-

1a and b

0.00062

0.000513

0.00162

0.00024

0.034

2

<LOD

-

0.00043

0.00047

-

3

<LOD

-

<LOD

-

-

0.0930

-

1a and b

<LOD

2

<LOD

EC2: Kanger® Protank 2
0.0937
-

0.0047

0.0059

3

<LOD

-

0.0030

0.0041

-

1a and b

0.463

0.329

1.323

0.302

0.029

2

0.208

0.119

0.519

0.134

0.044

3

0.137

0.101

0.373

0.085

0.036
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Table S2. Mass of e-liquid consumed for each sample collected.
EC1: SMOK Baby Q2
Power setting

E-liquid
solution

Initial mass of
cartomizer (g)

Final mass of
cartomizer (g)

Mass e-liquid
consumed (g)

55W

PG/GL

49.5742

49.1751

0.3991

49.5742

49.1751

0.3991

49.5051

49.1576

0.3475

49.7639

49.4324

0.3315

49.6284

49.3175

0.3109

49.4698

49.1166

0.3532

49.5416

49.1049

0.4367

49.7651

49.3618

0.4033

49.5471

49.1750

0.3721

49.6309

49.2638

0.3671

49.6385

49.2717

0.3668

49.6965

49.3786

0.3179

49.4190

49.0114

0.4076

42.8153

42.7423

0.0730

42.9256

42.8630

0.0626

43.0114

42.9397

0.0717

43.0143

42.8431

0.1712

42.8698

42.7840

0.0858

42.7369

42.6343

0.1026

43.1723

43.0388

0.1335

42.7491

42.6496

0.0995

42.7623

42.6592

0.1031

42.8196

42.7098

0.1098

42.6840

42.5752

0.1088

42.7170

42.6214

0.0956

42.3275

42.2355

0.0920

TA/PG/GL

65W

PG/GL

TA/PG/GL

EC2: Kanger Protank 2
9W

PG/GL

TA/PG/GL

11 W

PG/GL

TA/PG/GL

Reported concentration range of triacetin in e-liquid. Due to the current FDA
regulations e-cigarette liquid manufactures do not need to report the full chemical
composition of the e-liquid nor the chemical concentration. To determine the
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concentration that was used for this study, we compiled a list of the few manufacturers
that report TA in their e-liquid, as well as one recent published report of TA
concentration within e-liquid. Reported in Table S3 is the number of TA containing eliquids that have a concentration level reported at or above 10% from each source. The
10% TA concentration used in this study represents a conservative and relevant
concentration.
Table S3. Reported concentration range of triacetin in e-liquid.
Number of TA-containing e-liquids
reported with TA levels ≥ 10 %
Flavor Apprentice35

7 of 19

Simply Flavors36

39 of 51

Flavor West36

13 of 24 (post-dilution)

Behar, R. et al.37

0 of 5

Self-reported users’ preferences for power output setting. To determine which
battery power settings would be used for this study, we manually recorded users’ selfreported preferences from Reddit. Two wattages were chosen for each e-cigarette
device which would cover the range of reported preferences. Below is the list used;
however, this is not an exhausted search due to the high volume of conversations and
responses found on Reddit.
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SMOK Baby, Q2 0.4 ohm coil







BeholderVee: “Tried a q2 coil on baby on 30-55w…”38
[deleted]: “I like to vape around 45-55 watts. (Q2).”39
Urano_Metria: “…I find the best flavor at 55W and notice I get the best vapor
production and temp at around 65W, I have no problems sacrificing a tiny bit
of flavor and vaping it at 60W.”40
DeadRights: “I usually run it at about 65 - 70 watts.”41
Rezingreenbowl: “…using the Q2 at 65w…”42
702jimboslice: “best through 55-65 and that's where it seems to have a
sweet spot…”43

Protank 2, 2.2 ohm coil








Cravingvapor: “I am normally vaping at 8-10 watts.”44
residualenvy. “…for my liking 2.2 at about 10W works great.”45
kkeeiiggaann: “…don't need to be used above 8-9w to put out a decent
vape.”46
swancitysounds: “I like to stick around 9 watts.”47
BikerKnight: “Would work great on your Protank 2 at 7-12W…”48
Okolo: “…depending on the juice I'm using, going up to 11 watts improves
the taste…”49
NELyon: “I usually have my VV with the MPT2 at around 10.5 or 11 watts…”50
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Chapter 5: Conclusion
Electronic cigarettes have grown in popularity against a backdrop of
misinformation and a lack of scientific knowledge of their health effects.1 While touting
the message as a safer alternative to cigarettes, they are being marketed to youth who
have never smoked and are more susceptible to nicotine addiction and long-term health
consequences.2 As more cases of lung damage from vape users appear, the public and
policy makers are turning towards scientific research for answers. However, due to the
complexity of e-cigarette products and the decades needed to complete epidemiological
studies, there is still little known about their health hazards. State and local regulatory
agencies have enacted flavor bans, some temporary, until more knowledge becomes
available and/or more regulations are legislated.3 It is thus necessary for researchers to
study, analyze and report their findings on the various characteristics of e-cigarettes.
Components that may impact their health risks are device design, solvent
matrices and varying additives. All three components mentioned, among others, can
affect the levels of toxins produced. Common chemical degradants include the
carcinogens formaldehyde and acetaldehyde, and the toxins acrolein and acetone. Each
compound has been detected at levels above OSHA workplace limits in the aerosols of
e-cigarettes. Additionally, dihydroxyacetone (DHA) was detected in e-cigarette aerosols.
DHA is the active ingredient in sunless tanner; while it may be approved for topical
applications, there are only two known studies on its inhalation toxicity.4-5 Preliminary
data shows that at real world aerosol concentrations DHA induced cell death after one
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exposure.5 The detection of DHA in e-cigarette aerosols is important due to the
frequency of vaping; users could be exposed to millimolar levels each day.
Toxin production was found to vary by device. Power settings correlate well to
degradation levels within the same device; however the situation is more complex when
comparing inter-device levels. Heat is applied to the e-liquid in order to deliver the
sample to the user as an aerosol. Degradation of the e-liquid occurs when an excess
amount of heat is applied to the system. Since device design and coil styles are wide
ranging, there are many components that could affect how efficient aerosolization
occurs. The ability to correlate varying components to relative toxin levels can be used
to predict each device’s corresponding risk. The ability of the wicking material to deliver
a supply of e-liquid to the heating coil in order to outcompete evaporation assists in
lowering excess heat and preventing degradation.6 This is inversely proportional to coil
length, which is relative to heat being supplied to the system. Lastly, the number of
wraps of the coil indicates how evenly applied the heat from the coil is to the wick. After
factoring in these e-cigarette design characteristics, the model coil length/(SA
wick*wraps), is a good predictive tool for determining relative aldehyde levels in the
aerosol across many different devices (R2=0.69). This model performed the best among
13 total models. Interestingly, models that accounted for nominal device power
performed poorly as predictors of total carbonyl yields.
Additionally, additives may cause negative health effects when delivered to the
body through inhalation or via their degrading into new toxic compounds. There are
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over 150 different flavorants and additives present in e-liquids.7 Most of them are
“generally recognized as safe”, which does not account for inhalation toxicity.8
Researchers have identified that different flavored e-liquids produce varying levels of
toxins; however, very few have identified which individual chemical is responsible, or
how they are interacting to produce more toxins. The additive triacetin (TA) led to a
significant increase in formaldehyde, acetaldehyde and acrolein among all power
settings tested. Using isotopically labeled TA, analysis by 1H NMR and 13C NMR was used
to identify loss of acetic acid, which catalyzed the degradation reactions of the solvents
PG/GL.
The field of e-cigarettes is very broad and continued research in fundamental
chemistry, biology and public health is needed to more completely understand the
impact they will have on society. There are characteristics uniquely inherent to ecigarettes that need to be taken into account when comparing them to combustible
cigarettes. Flavorants and other additives play a role in toxin formation in a
concentration dependent manner. Limiting flavorants and their concentrations may
assist in harm reduction. Identifying the pathway of TA degradation and the interaction
of the products formed with the carrier solvents can be a predictor of the impact of
other ester containing flavor molecules on toxin formation. Esters account for over 50%
(by frequency) of e-liquid additives.7
Designing e-cigarettes with high wicking efficiency could help decrease carbonyl
emissions 10-fold (see Chapter 3). By accounting for the relationship of the coil and wick
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(model 1), it may be possible to significantly reduce the chance of over-heating the eliquid. Model 1 is the first predictive tool that can assess aerosol product profiles across
several different device styles. Researchers can use this model to show that devices they
test are representative of the wide array of available devices. The model can aid
manufacturers in creating safer products and assist regulatory agencies in developing
policies.
Future work is needed to validate model 1 beyond the 12 devices tested, as well
as with emerging devices that are yet to be developed. In addition to carbonyl
formation, developing a model to predict total aerosol mass would be beneficial. As
more evidence of flavorant toxicity emerges there will be a need to predict e-liquid
consumption, since that will inform dosage levels. Additionally, more individual
flavorants need to be tested for reactivity upon aerosolization. Recent publications have
analyzed the prevalence of over 150 different flavor chemicals found in e-liquids.7 Using
this data, researchers can analyze which compounds pose a higher risk based on their
occurrence in e-liquids.
In conclusion, e-cigarettes can generate toxins such as dihydroxyacetone with
preliminary inhalation toxicity.5 The frequency of exposure makes such toxins dangerous
to e-cigarette users. Such exposure levels can be predicted by utilizing the theories of
wicking efficiency and heat transfer. While increasing power will increase degradation
intra-device, power alone cannot be used to compare various devices. A simple model
was developed using the relationship of coil length to wick surface area and coil wraps.
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Model 1 performed within the moderate to substantial range as a predictor of e-liquid
solvent degradation (R2=0.69). When compared to twelve alternative models it
displayed better predictability, including models that contained nominal power as a
variable. Additives in the e-liquid also affect aerosol toxin levels. Triacetin, an additive
found in e-liquids as well as combustible cigarettes, increased the production of
formaldehyde, acetaldehyde and acrolein levels by up to 185%. By utilizing carbon-13
labeling the pathway of ester hydrolysis from TA to form acetic acid was identified. The
acetic acid acts as a catalyst in the degradation of PG/GL. This is the first work to identify
the chemical reactivity of an individual e-liquid additive. This work can educate the
public on the risks of e-cigarettes, inform manufacturers’ on how their designs effect
aerosol properties and aid regulatory agencies in developing new policies.
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